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Abstract: A number of studies have explored visual symmetry processing by measuring 16 
event related potentials and neural oscillatory activity. There is a sustained posterior 17 
negativity (SPN) related to the presence of symmetry. There is also functional MRI activity 18 
in extrastriate visual areas and in the lateral occipital complex. We summarise the evidence 19 
by answering six questions. (1) Is there an automatic and sustained response to symmetry 20 
in visual areas? Answer: Yes, and this suggests automatic processing of symmetry. (2) 21 
Which brain areas are involved in symmetry perception? Answer: There is an extended 22 
network from extrastriate areas to higher areas. (3) Is reflection special? Answer: 23 
Reflection is the optimal stimulus for a more general regularity-sensitive network. (4) Is 24 
the response to symmetry independent of view angle? Answer: When people classify 25 
patterns as symmetrical or random, the response to symmetry is view-invariant. When 26 
people attend to other dimensions, the network responds to residual regularity in the image. 27 
(5) How are brain rhythms in the two hemispheres altered during symmetry perception? 28 
Answer: Symmetry processing (rather than presence) produces more alpha 29 
desynchronization in the right posterior regions. Finally, (6) does symmetry processing 30 
produce positive affect? Answer: Not in the strongest sense, but behavioural measures 31 
reveal implicit positive evaluation of abstract symmetry. 32 
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1. Introduction 36 

There have been many studies on perception of symmetry, as reviewed in Tyler [1], Wagemans [2, 37 
3] Treder [4] and van der Helm [5]. More recently, researchers have explored the neural basis of 38 
symmetry perception in humans. We start with a brief discussion of why symmetry is important in the 39 
study of human vision. Next we review what has been learned about symmetry from event related 40 
potentials (ERP), neural oscillatory activity, functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) and 41 
transcranial magnetic stimulation (TMS). As a strategy to review what is known and what remains to 42 
be discovered, we pose six questions about the neural processing of symmetry and provide tentative 43 
answers. 44 

The six questions, which are dealt in separate sections below, are: (1) Is there and automatic and 45 
sustained response to symmetry in visual areas? (2) Which brain areas are involved in symmetry 46 
perception? (3) Is reflectional symmetry special? (4) Is the response to symmetry view-independent? 47 
(5) How are brain rhythms in the two hemispheres altered during symmetry perception? Finally, (6) 48 
does symmetry processing produce an automatic emotional response? 49 

1.1. The importance of symmetry 50 

Symmetry has fascinated vision researchers and artists for a long time. Perhaps we can identify 51 
Ernst Mach as the first to bring attention to the nature of human symmetry perception. In his classic 52 
book [6] he pointed out how geometric regularities are perceived differently by human observers. 53 
People are more sensitive to reflectional symmetry (mirror symmetry) than to translation or rotation, 54 
and to vertical rather than horizontal reflections. The large psychophysical literature on symmetry 55 
perception has confirmed these observations (with some caveats, [7, 8]). 56 

Why is the visual system so sensitive to the reflection between two sides of an object (bilateral 57 
symmetry)? From an evolutionary perspective, bilateral symmetry could a reliable signal of mate 58 
quality [9]. Supporting this, humans are attracted to symmetrical faces [10] and symmetrical bodies 59 
[11, 12]. Although there is also some evidence of publication bias in the human attractiveness studies 60 
[13], sensitivity to symmetry, and preference for bilateral symmetry, has been found in many species, 61 
both for mating [14] and for food choice [15]. Known symmetry-loving animals include finches [16], 62 
bees [17], pigeons [18], starlings [19], swordtail fish [20], and even newborn chicks [21]. There is also 63 
evidence that preference for symmetry is present already in human infants [22, 23]. This large body of 64 
research strongly suggests that a symmetry-sensitive visual system is an adaptive phenotype, promoted 65 
by natural selection.  66 

A more basic aspect of symmetry that makes it important for the visual system is that it facilitates 67 
image segmentation [24] and it can play a role in object analysis and representation [25]. Of course, 68 
there is no reason why these positions are mutually exclusive: symmetry could both play a basic role in 69 
image segmentation and indicate genetic quality. Preference for symmetry could also arise through 70 
another, indirect route: The fluency hypothesis states that fluent (i.e. rapid, efficient) perceptual 71 
processing creates positive hedonic feelings, which are sometimes attributed to the inherent quality of 72 
the stimulus [26, 27]. People may thus like symmetry simply because it is fluently processed [28]. 73 
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Human fascination with symmetry can be found in visual art across cultures and across history [29, 74 
30]. Ramachandran and Hirstein [31] listed symmetry as one of the fundamental aesthetics principles. 75 
This issue is of great interest in the context of neuroaesthetics [32, 33] because it could link neural 76 
responses to symmetry and aesthetic preference for symmetry. As well as the evolutionary and fluency 77 
accounts of symmetry preference, there is also an idea that works of art optimally stimulate the 78 
perceptual system [34, 35]. It is possible that artists use symmetry because the visual system is well 79 
tuned to this type of information. The fluency hypothesis and the optimal stimulation hypothesis are 80 
closely related, differing on the emphasis placed on fluency of processing by the individual or on 81 
objective stimulus properties. We will return to symmetry preference with our last question, where we 82 
will focus on whether symmetry automatically generates a positive emotional response. 83 

1.2. Models of symmetry processing in the brain 84 

Given that a number of empirical facts are well established about perception of symmetry, models 85 
have been developed to try and explain human performance. For instance, the importance of the 86 
vertical axis of reflectional symmetry has led to the formulation of the callosal hypothesis, according 87 
to which the corpus callosum mediates the vertical symmetry advantage [36]. This view has not 88 
received much support, as it is not compatible with perception of symmetry when fixation is not on the 89 
axis and also with the fact that symmetry becomes more salient when multiple axes of reflection are 90 
present [3, 4]. 91 

Another line of work has analysed the way that spatial filters can be used to extract symmetry from 92 
an image. In particular, when an image is subjected to spatial filters and thresholded, it can generate 93 
blobs that cluster around the axis of reflection [37, 38]. Spatial filters are biologically plausible 94 
because receptive fields of cells in the LGN and simple cells in V1 can be described as linear filters 95 
[39]. These linear models can explain human sensitivity to bilateral symmetry, but they fail to explain 96 
some other aspects, such as detection of symmetry when elements have opposite luminance polarity 97 
(anti-symmetry, [40]). To explain sensitivity to anti-symmetry and to symmetry with very low density 98 
of elements, Tyler and Hardage [41] proposed that second-order channels play an important role, and 99 
that detection of these second-order properties could involve long-range connections because 100 
performance varied little with eccentricity. Other studies, however, have found poor performance for 101 
detection of anti-symmetry with dense arrays [42]. A more recent type of filter model has been able to 102 
extend the response of the model to closed contours and to faces [43]. In alternative to filter models, 103 
other authors have worked on models that extract structural information [5, 44]. This section is far 104 
from exhaustive, as we cannot review here all models that have been proposed. However, there is not 105 
yet a fully tested neural model of symmetry detection. 106 

2. Six questions 107 

2.1. Question One: Is there an automatic and sustained response to symmetry in visual areas? 108 

We start with a question with a clear answer. A sustained response to visual symmetry has been 109 
documented from several EEG studies. The interesting pattern is that symmetry modulates only later 110 
components of the visual event related potential (ERP) in a consistent way (Figure 1).  111 
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Figure 1. The sustained posterior negativity (SPN). A) Grand average waveforms from 112 
P07/PO8 electrodes in Reflection and Random trials. B) The Grand average SPN as a 113 
difference wave (Reflection – Random). C) Topographic plot of Reflection and Random 114 
conditions D) SPN plot produced by subtracting the two plots in C. Data from Experiment 115 
1 of [45]. 116 

 117 

Norcia, Candy, Pettet, Vildavski, and Tyler [46] presented observers with symmetric and random 118 
dot patterns. The ERP diverged from about 220 ms after onset, and symmetric stimuli were associated 119 
with a more negative wave. Jacobsen and Höfel, [47] used abstract black and white patterns. They 120 
distinguished three ERP components, one of which was clearly related to symmetry. For occipital 121 
electrodes, amplitude was more negative in symmetrical than random trials, with the waves diverging 122 
after the P1 and N1 components of the visual evoked potential. This ERP was replicated in [48] and 123 
[49]. We will refer to this Sustained Posterior Negativity as SPN. Note that the SPN is a difference 124 
wave, and the term negative is relative, referring to the fact that amplitude is more negative in 125 
symmetrical than random conditions. The SPN is illustrated in different ways in Figure 1.  126 

Experiments conducted in our lab in Liverpool have replicated the SPN with different types of 127 
symmetrical displays. For example, Makin, Wilton, Pecchinenda and Bertamini [45] using abstract 128 
stimuli similar to those used by Jacobsen and Höfel [47] (Figure 1), while Makin, Rampone, 129 
Pecchinenda and Bertamini [50] elicited the SPN with dot patterns (Figure 2). Rampone, Makin and 130 
Bertamini [58] recorded it with square field stimuli similar to those used by Royer [51], and Makin, 131 
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Rampone, Wright, Martinovic and Bertamini [52] found it with line drawings (similar to those used in 132 
[53]).  133 

The latency of SPN onset varies from study to study, and different authors have used slightly 134 
different windows for analysis (different band-pass filtering of the EEG signal may also affect the 135 
apparent time course of the SPN). A typical onset is around 250 ms, and the component reaches 136 
maximum amplitude at around 300 ms. Symmetry related ERPs at earlier time points are inconsistent. 137 
Makin et al. [28] and [50] found an N1 modulation that could indicate the beginning of the negative 138 
wave. They speculated that this short-latency effect might have been masked in previous studies by 139 
large luminance changes at stimulus onset. Nevertheless the N1 effect will require further research to 140 
establish whether it represents a unique stage in symmetry processing. Certainly the amplitude of any 141 
N1 modulations is smaller than the later SPN (Figure 1 and 2).  142 

In earlier ERP work, Beh and Latimer [54] found several visual evoked potentials components that 143 
were larger, and earlier, for horizontal and vertical reflections than asymmetrical or oblique reflection 144 
patterns, although this may have been a neural response to axis orientation rather than to symmetry. 145 
The sample size (N = 4 or 5), electrodes (O1-O2) and EEG pre-processing procedures used by Beh and 146 
Latimer [54] were substantially different from more recent work, perhaps explaining when they did not 147 
report a strong SPN.  148 

The long duration of the SPN is also worth discussing. After onset this component is long lasting 149 
and stable. This suggests a long integration phase and it is consistent with psychophysical work. In 150 
particular Tyler, Hardage and Miller [55] have argued that information about symmetry is integrated 151 
over more than a second.  152 

It is unlikely that the SPN is generated by a mechanism that maps spatially corresponding locations 153 
in the left and right visual hemifields [36]. Wright et al. [56] compared the SPN with horizontal and 154 
vertical orientations. For horizontal patterns the paired elements are presented within the same 155 
hemifield, but the SPN was similar irrespective of orientation. Other unpublished work from our lab 156 
has shown that a contralateral SPN can be recorded when symmetrical are presented entirely in a 157 
single hemifield. 158 

It appears that the SPN is generated in response to symmetry in the image. In other words, the SPN 159 
is independent of task requirements, as well as being independent of the way symmetry is depicted. 160 
Höfel and Jacobsen [48] recorded the SPN when participants were not asked to categorize the patterns 161 
in terms of symmetry, while Höfel and Jacobsen [49] found the SPN when participants deliberately 162 
misreported their responses. Makin et al. [50] presented observers with symmetric and random 163 
patterns. In one study, participants discriminated regularity, in another, they responded to rare oddballs 164 
(an orthogonal visual dimension). The SPN was similar during active regularity discrimination and 165 
oddball detection. More recently, comparable SPN waves have been recorded irrespective of whether 166 
participants were discriminating regularity or number of objects [52], and whether participants were 167 
discriminating regularity or element colour [57]. These results suggest that the neural response to 168 
symmetry is automatic – it occurs even when participants are attending to other aspects of the stimulus. 169 
However, SPN amplitude can be modulated by attention to some extent. For example, there is a 170 
reduced SPN when participants attend to superimposed words presented on top of patterns [58]. 171 

Oka, Victor, Conte and Yanagida [59] reported a different kind of EEG response to symmetry, 172 
using the Steady-State Visual Evoked Potential (SSVEP) paradigm. Trials were 36 seconds of rapidly 173 
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alternating reflection and random patterns, which participants viewed passively. The stimulus 174 
produced a driven oscillation at the presentation frequency (2Hz) in occipital electrodes. The odd-175 
harmonic was sensitive to symmetry: That is, there was another oscillation with a frequency of 1Hz, 176 
the amplitude of which indexes the brain response to symmetry. In one analysis, they found that this 177 
response was proportional to the number of reflection axes present. This is a different kind of 178 
automatic and sustained response to symmetry, and its relationship with the SPN will require more 179 
research. 180 

It is interesting that similar symmetry-related ERPs have shown up in studies with different research 181 
aims [60]. Moreover, the assumption of symmetry for partially occluded objects can lead to prediction 182 
errors once the occluder is removed, and this can also be recorded with electrophysiological 183 
techniques [61].  184 

Finally, it is worth asking whether the SPN is really specific to symmetry, or whether one could 185 
record a comparable response to any stimulus with recognizable structure. The SPN wave closely 186 
resembles an object-related Late Component (sometimes divided into L1 and L2). This ERP wave is 187 
more negative for recognizable real objects than for matched scrambled images. Moreover, like the 188 
SPN, the late component is found at posterior electrodes, beginning around 230 ms after stimulus onset 189 
and persisting until the end to the epoch [62, 63]. It is therefore possible that perceptual grouping 190 
processes that are not exclusive to symmetry perception contribute to the SPN. However, the SPN 191 
response to symmetry cannot merely be one example of the more general Late component: A large 192 
SPN is present even when closed contours that have a reflection are compared to closed contours that 193 
do not have a reflection [52]. More work is necessary to clarify the relationship between ERP 194 
components specific to symmetry from ERP components specific to object identification. 195 

2.2. Question Two: Which brain areas are involved in symmetry perception? 196 

There have been several fMRI studies on symmetry perception. Tyler et al. [64] found a bilateral 197 
visual region of occipital cortex that responded strongly to the presence of symmetry compared to 198 
random patterns. Importantly, the contrast between symmetric and random patterns produced no 199 
activation of the primary visual area V1. A subsequent study [65] found that the network sensitive to 200 
symmetry included V3A, V4d/v, V7, the lateral occipital complex (LO complex), and marginally 201 
present in V3. Again, V1 and V2 were not part of the network. The authors noted that the LO complex 202 
activation scaled with the proportion of regular elements in noisy images. Moreover, in the same paper 203 
the authors were also able to confirm that an analogous fMRI response to symmetry was present in 204 
conscious Macaque monkeys. More recently Chen, Kao, and Tyler [66] found that reflectional 205 
symmetry (in faces or abstract patterns) activated the intra-occiptal sulcus and medial occipital gyrus 206 
(areas overlapping with LO complex), while the right occipital face area was sensitive to symmetry in 207 
faces. 208 

Two recent studies have tested the effect of Transcranial Magnetic Stimulation (TMS) on 209 
perception of symmetry [67, 68]. The authors argue that fMRI evidence cannot provide evidence for a 210 
causal role of any brain area, as it can only measure activity, while TMS allows a temporary localised 211 
disruption. Cattaneo, et al. [68] used an adaptation paradigm and focused on the role of the dorsolateral 212 
occipital complex. They found that bilateral disruption affected perception of reflectional symmetry. 213 
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Bona et al. [67] confirmed that the LO complex is involved in reflectional symmetry detection, as well 214 
as in contour detection. In addition they found a laterality effect - the right LO played a more important 215 
role than the left LO in symmetry detection. To explain the lack of laterality in the earlier work they 216 
suggested that stimuli with dense arrays might be necessary to show the right hemisphere advantage. 217 

Makin, Wilton et al. [45] employed source localization analysis using low-resolution 218 
electromagnetic tomography (LORETA). They analysed the difference between waves (symmetry vs. 219 
random), and confirmed that the pattern was largely attributable to sources in the extrastriate visual 220 
cortex. We note, however, that this analysis was performed on grand-average difference maps (Figure 221 
1D), and more sophisticated forms of source localization might yield different results. Nevertheless, 222 
given then converging evidence with fMRI and TMS, the SPN is likely to be generated by extrastriate 223 
and higher visual areas, and can be used as a measure of the symmetry-related activation of these 224 
areas. Moreover, these neural correlates support the idea that symmetry is related to object formation 225 
given the known role of LO complex in object representation [69].  226 

As noted, the fMRI evidence suggests that symmetry is processed by a network of visual areas, 227 
rather than by a unique area. This is consistent with the involvement of feedback connections in form 228 
processing. Recent work has highlighted a role of deviation from prediction. Top-down connections 229 
carry predictions of neural activities, while forward connections carry the residual errors between 230 
predictions and activities in the early visual areas [70, 71]. Redundant information is therefore key to 231 
understand neural responses [72], which is relevant in the case of symmetry because symmetry is 232 
defined as self-similarity. In addition, it has been suggested that the first response to the presence of an 233 
object is in high-level areas, such as the LO complex, an idea known as inverse hierarchy [73]. 234 

Whether the principle of predictive coding apply also to perception of symmetry is an interesting 235 
topic for future research. One broadly related phenomenon has already been documented: van der 236 
Zwan, Leo, Joung, Latimer and Wenderoth [74] explored tilt after-effects generated by the implicit 237 
midline of reflectional symmetry. When the adapting and test patterns were presented to different eyes, 238 
an expansion-type tilt after effect was reduced. This could be because monocular cells in the primary 239 
visual cortex code the implicit symmetry axis, based on top down signals from symmetry 240 
representations in higher areas.  241 

2.3. Question Three: Is Reflection special?  242 

In everyday language people often equate symmetry with bilateral symmetry, or with reflection, but 243 
in more formal terms, symmetry refers to different forms of self-similarity. If we consider the 2D 244 
plane, there are four types of symmetric patterns: reflection, glide reflection, rotation and translation 245 
[75]. As we have mentioned, reflection is most salient for the human visual system [6]. It is plausible 246 
that sensitivity to abstract reflectional symmetry is a by-product of specialized face 247 
recognition/evaluation mechanisms, and thus dedicated networks may process reflectional symmetry 248 
alone. Alternatively, reflection might be the optimal stimulus for more general regularity-sensitive 249 
networks.  250 

In the study by Sasaki et al. [65] the main findings about fMRI activation was based on comparing 251 
four-fold symmetry (reflection across vertical horizontal and oblique axes) and random stimuli. 252 
However, in the supplementary materials they also analysed other regularities they compared 253 
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reflectional to translational symmetry, and found that reflection produced a larger response in the 254 
symmetry sensitive network. 255 

Makin et al. [50] presented observers with abstract reflection, rotation, translation and random 256 
patterns. The SPN was present for all regularities. However, the amplitude of the SPN was most 257 
pronounced for reflection, and somewhat less for rotation and translation (Figure 2). There were some 258 
complicated interactions between task and the way random patterns were constructed1. However, the 259 
evidence suggests that the neural networks that generate the SPN are sensitive to all regularities, and 260 
reflectional symmetry is merely the best stimulus for this regularity-sensitive network. There is no 261 
evidence for networks that are exclusively sensitive to reflection.  262 

Figure 2. The SPN for different kinds of regularity (Reflection, Rotation and Translation). 263 
Data from [50]. 264 

 265 

2.4. Question Four: Is the neural response to symmetry view invariant? 266 
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The evidence reviewed so far suggests that whenever visual symmetry is present at fixation, then a 267 
SPN is reliably generated. We have not yet considered whether symmetry has to be present in the 268 
image, or whether object-based symmetry will suffice. There is a large literature on how observers 269 
achieve view-invariance in the case of object perception and categorisation [76, 77]. For symmetry 270 
perception, it has been shown that the perspective slant has a negative effect on detection performance. 271 
This could be because symmetry analysis follows an effortful and potentially time-consuming 272 
normalization process [78], or because symmetry analysis is based on the degraded structure in the 273 
retinal image after slanting. Van der Vloed, Csathó and van der Helm [79] argued in favour of the 274 
retinal structure hypothesis, and against the normalization hypothesis.  275 

Makin, Rampone and Bertamini [57] revisited these competing accounts by measuring the SPN 276 
when patterns were presented in the frontoparallel plane or slanted by ±50 degrees (Figure 3A). One 277 
group of observers discriminated symmetry from random; another group reported the colour of the 278 
same stimuli (light red or dark red). For the group discriminating regularity the SPN was view-279 
invariant: It was approximately the same size for frontoparallel and slanted presentations (Figure 3B). 280 
Conversely, for the group discriminating colour, the SPN was view-selective: amplitude was reduced 281 
by approximately 50% in the slanted condition (Figure 3C). Makin, Rampone and Bertamini [57] 282 
concluded that the normalization account describes active symmetry discrimination, whereas the 283 
retinal structure hypothesis describes symmetry perception when people are attending to colour. Here 284 
the symmetry detection mechanism is still online, and still generates the SPN, but it only responds to 285 
residual structure in the image. 286 

When view invariant responses were recorded in the discriminate regularity group, the perspective 287 
normalization process must have occurred quickly. We do not believe that effortful, time consuming 288 
mental object rotation was employed prior to regularity analysis, because this would have delayed SPN 289 
onset considerably, and no such delay was observed. Nevertheless, some rapid correction for 290 
perspective distortion, perhaps facilitated by the frame, must have preceded the SPN-generating stage 291 
of symmetry analysis (Figure 3A).  292 

In this experiment the patterns had horizontal and vertical axes of reflection, and slanting destroyed 293 
regularity around the vertical axis, leaving horizontal reflection intact. The results of the colour 294 
discrimination task were remarkably systematic: 50% reduction in perfect structure for slanted patterns 295 
resulted in a ~50% reduction in SPN amplitude. In a follow-up colour discrimination experiment, a 296 
single, vertical axis was used (Figure 4A). A strong prediction was that the SPN would be reduced to 297 
near zero in the slanted condition, because there is no intact retinal symmetry. This prediction was 298 
confirmed (Figure 4B). By comparing the results of both colour discrimination tasks, it can be seen 299 
that addition of an axis of symmetry in the 2D image increases the SPN by approximately 0.5 300 
microvolts (Figure 4C). One has to be careful in interpreting a neat linear relationship given the 301 
indirect nature of the signal and the fact that the effect depends on the electrode clusters used for 302 
analysis. Nevertheless, the relationship between degree of regularity in the image and SPN amplitude 303 
in the colour task is interesting and provides a framework for future studies.  304 

In conclusion, there is a view-invariant neural response to symmetry during active symmetry 305 
discrimination, and this view invariance is achieved efficiently. When attending to other features, the 306 
brain’s symmetry regions respond parametrically to whatever structure remains in the image after 307 
perspective distortion.  308 
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Figure 3. View invariance and view dependence in the neural response to reflection. A) 309 
Reflection and random patterns viewed in frontoparallel or slanted presentations. B). The 310 
SPN shown as a difference wave (Reflection-Random) in the flat and slanted conditions, 311 
when participants were actively classifying trials according to regularity. Note that the 312 
response is independent of view angle. C) The SPN when participants were classifying by 313 
colour. Note that the response is now view-selective, and reduced by around 50% for the 314 
slanted presentations. Error bars = +/- 1 S.E.M. Images adapted from [57].  315 

 316 

2.5. Question Five: How are brain rhythms in the two hemispheres altered during symmetry 317 
perception? 318 

Oscillations are ubiquitous in neural networks, and different frequencies have different functional 319 
significance [80]. Gamma band oscillations (~25-100 Hz) and beta band oscillations (~15-20 Hz) 320 
synchronize task-relevant neural populations during active processing. These high frequency 321 
oscillations indicate cortical ON states [81]. Conversely, alpha oscillations (~8-13 Hz) have much 322 
higher power, and are associated with top-down inhibition, or cortical OFF states [82]. Therefore alpha 323 
and gamma power are inversely related (alpha goes up, gamma goes down, and vice versa). Event 324 
Related Desynchronization (ERD, i.e. a reduction) in the occipital alpha rhythm is ubiquitous after a 325 
visual onset, and this is thought to indirectly index excitation of visual areas [83,84]. Makin, Wilton et 326 
al. [45] have reported occipital alpha ERD from around 400 ms after stimulus onset during their 327 
symmetry/random discrimination tasks. This response differs from the SPN in that it is independent of 328 
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the stimulus type: There is approximately the same occipital alpha ERD whether symmetrical or 329 
random images are presented. 330 

Figure 4. View invariance and view dependence in the neural response to reflection. A) 331 
Dotted lines indicate axes of reflection for one and two-fold reflection patterns.  Red dotted 332 
lines indicate axes that are in the distal object but are absent in the retinal projection. B) 333 
SPN when participants were discriminating colour. Note that the SPN amplitude is related 334 
the amount of retinal structure. C) Relationship between SPN amplitude and number of 335 
axes in the image. Error bars = +/- 1 S.E.M. Images adapted from [57].  336 

 337 

With respect to hemispheric differences a clear pattern emerged. The occipital alpha ERD is greater 338 
over the right posterior hemisphere than the left during symmetry discrimination. In one study, Makin, 339 
Rampone, Wright et al. [52] found right lateralization of occipital alpha ERD during a reflection-340 
translation discrimination task. In an important control experiment, this right lateralization was not 341 
observed in another group of participants who were presented with exactly the same stimuli, but were 342 
discriminating the number of objects presented. Right lateralization is thus related to the task, not just 343 
to the characteristics of the stimuli. It is tempting to conclude that right hemisphere networks are 344 
specialized for symmetry discrimination, and that this is linked to the right lateralization for other 345 
putatively related tasks, like mental object rotation [87] and covertly shifting spatial attention [88]. 346 
More generally the direction of the asymmetry is consistent wit the left hemifield (right hemisphere) 347 
attentional advantage for magnitude judgments (for a review, see [87]). However, it is also thought that 348 
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the occipital alpha rhythm is produced by loops connecting the thalamus to early visual regions, while 349 
the above tasks are associated with cerebral asymmetries of the fronto-parietal network. This remains a 350 
major ambiguity. 351 

One possible alternative explanation for right lateralized ERD is that participants consistently attend 352 
to the left visual hemifield during regularity discrimination tasks, and this enhances visual inputs in the 353 
contralateral right hemisphere. This bias could relate to scanning habits [87]. Wright et al. [56] have 354 
recently tested this idea. Participants were presented with vertical or horizontally oriented patterns 355 
(Figure 5A), and made a reflection vs. translation judgement. The scanning from the left hypothesis 356 
predicts that alpha ERD should only be lateralized in the vertical condition. In the horizontal trials, 357 
corresponding shift of attention would be upwards or downwards, and this would not produce 358 
lateralized activity. There was a consistent right lateralization for alpha ERD for horizontal and vertical 359 
patterns (Figure 5B). This suggests that the right lateralization is the result of anatomical specialization 360 
of the right hemisphere for this task, not the transient enhancement of contralateral inputs. 361 

Why, then, have other neuroimaging techniques not picked up on this persistent right hemisphere 362 
specialization? It is important to note that the right ERD is common to all conditions, so a reflection-363 
random contrast would not show this effect. It is thus unsurprising that Sasaki et al. [65] do not report 364 
right lateralization in their fMRI study. This cannot be said of another neuroimaging study by 365 
Jacobsen, Schubotz, Höfel and Cramon [88]. They compared fMRI activity in a symmetry 366 
discrimination task with aesthetic evaluation and baseline tasks. There was no evidence for right 367 
lateralization in the symmetry task, which is inconsistent with the ERD findings. Conversely, there is 368 
some evidence for right lateralization from TMS studies, as mentioned above [67]. It could be that 369 
there is only a brief window when right hemisphere networks become active during symmetry 370 
discrimination (perhaps around 400-800 ms post stimulus) and fRMI lacks the temporal resolution to 371 
detect this. 372 

Is there any evidence for hemispheric specialization from the SPN? Most papers about the SPN 373 
have not reported any lateralization, but they may have lacked power. We decided to test this 374 
possibility by combined data from previous recordings of the SPN (24 participants from [56], 60 375 
participants from [45], 48 participants from [50], and 40 participants from [52], and 48 participants 376 
from [57]. All these experiments showed a clear SPN component (averaging across sub conditions 377 
when necessary). We re-analyzed this data using the same left and right posterior electrodes and the 378 
same SPN time window (250 to 1000 ms). We explored this with a mixed ANOVA. There were two 379 
within-subjects factors (Hemisphere (Right, Left) X Regularity (Regular, Less regular)) and one 380 
between-subjects factor with 5 levels (Experiment). There was a main effect of Regularity (F (1,215) = 381 
123.09, p < 0.001), which was stronger in some experiments than others (F (4,215) = 4.933, p = 382 
0.001). Interestingly effect of Regularity was qualified by a Hemisphere X Regularity interaction (F (1, 383 
215) = 10.795, p = 0.001), which did not interact with the between-subjects factor Experiment (F (1, 384 
215) < 1, n.s.). Although the SPN was significant on the left (t (219) = 9.543, p < 0.001) and right (t 385 
(219) = 11.173, p < 0.001) it was stronger on the right (hence the significant interaction). Therefore, 386 
this lateralization is weak and unlikely to be detected in every experiment, but is evident when multiple 387 
datasets are combined. 388 

Hemispheric specialization has been a theme in the symmetry perception literature. Corbalis and 389 
Roldan [89] found that symmetrical patterns could be detected slightly quicker when presented to the 390 
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right hemisphere (i.e. in the left visual field). More recently, Verma, Van der Haegen and Brysbaert 391 
[90] presented symmetrical or asymmetrical shapes to either hemisphere while participants fixated 392 
centrally. For neuro-typical participants who were left-hemisphere dominant for language, symmetry 393 
detection was superior when images were presented to the right hemisphere. For atypical right-394 
hemisphere language participants, this biased was absent or sometimes reversed. It seems that 395 
symmetry detection systems are present in both cerebral hemispheres, but the right hemisphere 396 
dominates in most people (see also [90,92]). This literature differs from the ERD lateralization in an 397 
important way. It shows that the neural response is right lateralized, while alpha ERD is right 398 
lateralized when either symmetry or random patterns are presented. However, it is consistent with right 399 
lateralization of the SPN, which is a symmetry-specific response. It seems reasonable to conclude that 400 
symmetry perception produces slightly greater activity in the right hemisphere than the left, but 401 
different neuroimaging techniques are differentially sensitive to this. 402 

We do not yet know the role of high-frequency gamma band oscillations during symmetry 403 
perception. Theoretical work on gamma suggests that neurons coding each pattern element should 404 
oscillate between high and low excitatory states at a high frequency, and, crucially, that the phase of 405 
these gamma oscillations should be synchronized across the population of relevant cells. This 406 
synchronized neural ensemble could underlie perceptual binding, and facilitate memory formation or 407 
communication with downstream populations involved in classification or verbal report [80,93]. As 408 
indirect evidence for this, we note that the latency of the symmetry related SPN and alpha ERD is 409 
similar to the typical latency of the induced gamma band response during object recognition [62]. 410 

Figure 5. Alpha desynchronization in response to different regularities. A) Topographic 411 
maps show relative alpha power from 400-1000 ms, 10-14Hz, for the different regularities 412 
and orientations (stimuli shown above corresponding maps). B) Time-frequency 413 
spectrogram from left posterior electrodes (averaged across conditions) and from right 414 
posterior electrodes. Images adapted from [56]. 415 
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 416 

2.6. Question Six: does symmetry processing produce an automatic affective response? 417 

This final question may seem very different from the other five questions, as we are now interested 418 
in whether there is any evidence of a positive affective response to symmetry. When people are asked 419 
to explicitly evaluate the aesthetic appeal of abstract patterns, symmetry is a good predictor of 420 
preference [94]. As discussed earlier, symmetry is often mentioned in relation to aesthetics, and even 421 
as one of the fundamental laws of artistic experience [31]. Meanwhile, symmetrical faces and bodies 422 
signal that development has proceeded according to the genetic template, with minimal environmental 423 
perturbation from parasites and accidents. Reflectional symmetry is thus a truthful signal of health and 424 
many animals are sensitive to this information [9]. For this and the other reasons reviewed in the 425 
introduction, there could be a generalized emotional response to abstract symmetry. 426 

The ERP study by Jacobsen and Höfel [47] compared two conditions, called ‘descriptive’ and 427 
‘evaluative’. In the descriptive condition participants classified patterns as symmetrical or random. In 428 
the evaluative condition, they classified patterns as beautiful or not beautiful. In addition to the 429 
symmetry-SPN, the authors reported two additional ERPs related to aesthetic evaluation. The 430 
subjectively ‘not beautiful’ patterns produced frontocentral negativity, at around 300-400 ms. All 431 
conditions produced a Late Positive Potential (LPP), but this was right lateralized in the evaluation 432 
conditions only. In a later study Höfel and Jacobsen [48] re-examined these ERPs. They showed the 433 
patterns in a pure viewing condition and in an aesthetic contemplation condition. The frontocentral 434 
negativity was completely absent in all conditions, indicating that it is generated by aesthetic 435 
categorization. Lateralized LPP was only present in the aesthetic contemplation condition. Both ERP 436 
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correlates of aesthetic evaluation were absent in the viewing condition, leading the authors to conclude 437 
that: “aesthetic appreciation of beauty appears to require intention and is not spontaneous in character” 438 
(p.30). 439 

Jacobsen, Schubotz, Höfel, and Cramon [88] used fMRI to record the correlates of aesthetic 440 
judgment of beauty for abstract stimuli. They found that the aesthetic judgment led to activations in 441 
several areas, including the frontomedian cortex, bilateral prefrontal, and posterior cingulate. These 442 
activations were different from those observed when people classified the symmetry of the stimuli, 443 
although there was a degree of overlap. Their conclusion can be seen as pointing away from an 444 
automatic evaluation of symmetry: "brain activations during aesthetic judgment cannot be reduced to 445 
an assessment of symmetry but are actually due to a particular mode of judgment." (p. 284). 446 

Makin, Wilton et al. [45] recorded Electromyography (EMG) signals from the Zygomaticus Major 447 
muscle, which is responsible for smiling [95]. Participants were merely classifying the patterns as 448 
symmetrical or random, and were not asked to form any aesthetic judgement. Nevertheless, the smiling 449 
response was larger in the symmetrical trials, indicating automatic evaluation of symmetry as positive. 450 
Moreover, the size of this response correlated with the size of the SPN. This result could be interpreted 451 
as evidence that participants whose brains are more sensitive to symmetry also like it more! However, 452 
Experiment 2 of that study led to different conclusions. Participants were given ‘Yes’ and ‘No’ 453 
buttons. Half the participants pressed ‘Yes’ for symmetry and ‘No’ for random. For the other 454 
participants, the response mapping was reversed (‘No’ for symmetry, ‘Yes’ for random). Interestingly, 455 
the ZM response followed the response mapping, not the stimuli: Participants smiled for whichever 456 
patterns required them to press the ‘Yes’ button. We conclude that in two alternative forced-choice 457 
tasks (2AFC), one option takes on the status of target [96], and people may like it when they find what 458 
they are looking for. There was no evidence therefore of an automatic affective response to symmetry 459 
per se. 460 

To clarify this research question, it is essential to distinguish between different potential readings of 461 
the term ‘automatic affective response’. The strongest claim would be that symmetrical patterns 462 
spontaneously produce an emotional reaction, as a reflex, incorporating both peripheral physiological 463 
arousal and the subjective experience of positive hedonic tone. A weaker, and more plausible, claim is 464 
that people may spontaneously, but coldly and cognitively, classify patterns as positive or negative, 465 
even without any requirement to consider or report aesthetic merit [97]. 466 

Despite the fact that symmetry is so often mention as a basic principle of aesthetics, we are not 467 
aware of any evidence for the strong kind of automatic emotional response to symmetry, using any 468 
kind of physiological measure. However, there is evidence for qualified forms of automatic evaluation. 469 
This has been tested with the Implicit Association Test [98]. Makin, Pecchinenda, et al. [28], asked 470 
people to classify stimuli using two buttons. In some trials, people classified patterns as symmetrical or 471 
random. On interleaved trials, they classified words as positive or negative. On congruent blocks, the 472 
same key was used to report symmetry and positive, and the other key was used to report random and 473 
negative. On incongruent blocks, the response mapping was reversed (random or positive vs. 474 
symmetry or negative). Participants were faster in the congruent blocks, indicating implicit preference 475 
for symmetry over random. This effect was robust, and the size of the implicit preference for different 476 
kinds of regularity was correlated with the perceptual fluency of these regularities, while there was 477 
some divergence between implicit and explicit preferences. Further IAT experiments have shown that 478 
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the symmetry is also associated with high arousal words and simple, easy mathematical equations [99]. 479 
The IAT certainly shows a form of implicit evaluation – however these studies are not evidence for 480 
automatic affective response to symmetry in the strongest sense. By its nature the IAT measure 481 
strength of association for categories that people have to actively classify. 482 

Affective priming studies can be used to measure implicit evaluation of briefly presented abstract 483 
symmetry. Here symmetrical or random patterns are presented as primes, rapidly followed by positive 484 
or negative words. Participants have to classify the word as quickly as possible. One would predict a 485 
congruency effect: faster responses to positive words following symmetry and faster responses to 486 
negative words following random. Bertamini, Makin and Pecchinenda [100] found this congruency 487 
effect, but only in a modified version of the procedure, when observers had to classify the regularity of 488 
the prime pattern after responding to the word. There is no evidence that symmetrical patterns are 489 
evaluated when they are not attended or classified. Conversely, Pecchinenda, Bertamini, Makin and 490 
Ruta [101] did find evidence for automatic evaluation using the affect misattribution procedure 491 
(AMP). This is a variant of the affective priming paradigm. In this procedure symmetric and random 492 
patterns are presented as primes and targets are unfamiliar and neutral. The affective response to the 493 
prime was misattributed to the neutral targets. 494 

Rampone et al. [58] investigated pattern-word congruency effects with EEG. Symmetrical or 495 
random patterns were presented, with positive or negative words superimposed. Participants either 496 
discriminated regularity (reflection or random) or word valence (positive or negative). The crucial 497 
finding here was a congruency wave. Posterior ERPs distinguish between congruent (Reflection with 498 
positive or random with negative) and incongruent (Reflection with negative or random with positive) 499 
presentations, even though the component stimuli were identical in both conditions. This suggests that 500 
the brain rapidly and spontaneously codes the relationship between pattern and word valence, even 501 
though this was not a task requirement. However, the congruence effect was only found in the word 502 
discrimination task. One explanation is that when people are evaluating words, they automatically 503 
evaluate the background as well. The results also bear other interpretations: It could be that this 504 
posterior ERP was the SPN response to symmetry, which was attenuated in the word discrimination 505 
task, but more so when participants read negative words than positive words. The congruence ERPs 506 
reported by [58] are interesting, but not conclusive. 507 

In summary, there is little evidence for an automatic emotional response to abstract symmetry in 508 
humans in the strongest sense, despite its undoubted aesthetic appeal and biological significance. 509 
Nevertheless, people have a near-universal preference for symmetrical over random patterns, and this 510 
can be measured indirectly with IAT and with modified affective priming procedures. 511 

3. Conclusions 512 

We reviewed work in symmetry perception focusing in particular on electrophysiological and 513 
imaging studies. We asked and tried to address six questions. (1) Is there and automatic and 514 
sustained response to symmetry in visual areas? Yes, such a response has been reliably replicated in 515 
at least ten ERP studies, with no known failures to replicate. There is issue open for future studies: 516 
This response to symmetry could be related to (although not reduced to) similar changes to visual 517 
networks following the segmentation of a meaningful gestalt. (2) Which brain areas are involved in 518 
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symmetry perception? Symmetry perception is mediated by extrastriate visual networks, which can 519 
be imaged with fMRI and disrupted by TMS. These networks probably generate the SPN. V1 may 520 
only be involved in coding the implicit orientation of the axis, based on top down signals from this 521 
network. (3) Is reflectional symmetry special? Perhaps surprisingly, there is no evidence that 522 
reflection is detected by specialized mechanisms. Instead, reflection is the optimal stimulus for a more 523 
general regularity sensitive network. (4) Is the neural response to symmetry view-invariant? During 524 
active symmetry classification, the answer is yes. The brain responds in the same way to symmetry 525 
whatever the view angle. Conversely, when people are attending to other pattern features, symmetry 526 
networks are still online, but respond to the remaining structure in the image. (5) How are brain 527 
rhythms altered during symmetry perception? Whenever a symmetrical or random pattern is 528 
presented, there is a generic desynchronization in alpha activity over posterior electrodes. This ERD is 529 
right lateralized during symmetry discrimination. This is partially consistent with other evidence that 530 
symmetry discrimination is a right hemisphere task. It is plausible, but untested, whether 531 
representations of pattern elements are bound by gamma band synchronization during symmetry 532 
perception. Finally, (6) does symmetry processing produce an automatic emotional response? 533 
There is no evidence for this in the strongest sense. Mere presentation of symmetry does not produce a 534 
physiologically detectable emotional reaction. However, people reliably prefer symmetrical to random 535 
abstract patterns, and this can be recorded with implicit behavioural techniques.  536 

Footnote 537 

1. The constraints necessary to produce symmetry alter various spatial properties of the stimulus, 538 
including spatial frequencies and density that need to be considered when comparing symmetry to 539 
random stimuli. In some cases [50] the comparison stimuli were random (in one condition) or were 540 
constrained to have similar density and distribution as the symmetry patterns (in another condition). 541 
Different methods to construct random stimuli can affect the results, but a full discussion of this issue 542 
is outside the scope of this paper. These considerations do not directly affect the argument. 543 
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